Digital dairy
farming
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The future of dairy farming is
about gaining knowledge from
data to make your life easier,
your herd healthier and your
farm more profitable.

Lely Horizon

About
Lely Horizon
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Decision support that bundles
information to manage your farm
more efficient.

Why
Lely Horizon?
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Our new farm management
platform sets new standards. Find
the highlights explained.

You are
in control
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Enjoy the full benefits of data
automation via the newest
features.

Farm management platform

Future farming
at your fingertips
www.lely.com

Make maximum
use of data
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Take your farm management to
the next level.
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The world seems to be changing faster and faster. It
is the same in dairy farming. Two keywords are ‘data’
and ‘digitalisation’. These offer both challenges and
opportunities.
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Imagine how much data a modern
dairy farm generates. For example,

Lely equipment and suppliers on
your farm. Smart algorithms,

the Lely Astronaut milking robot.
With all its sensors, it generates
a tremendous amount of data
about milk quality, cow health,
rumination, feed efficiency and
much more. All at herd, individualcow and even milk-quarter level.

connectivity and the cloud.
Processed into user-friendly
information. And eventually
information that leads to practical
advice.

But that is not all. What about
other suppliers, such as feed
advisors, semen suppliers and
veterinarians? They also have data
about your farm and herd. This is
all extremely relevant. But, how
can we make it useful?
It is time to make maximum use
of data. To analyse all available
relevant data in an intelligent
way. It is time to connect all the

Lely Horizon does all that. It
provides farmers with the tools to
work more efficiently
and offers them more
control in order to
achieve their goals.
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Lely Horizon
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Lely Horizon

Sven Klingemann, Neustadt

First
experiences
in Germany

We proudly introduce…

Lely Horizon

Introducing Lely Horizon as our new farm management
programme would not be right. It is just so much more
than that. It takes your farm management to the next level.
Horizon distinguishes itself in many ways.
It elevates your data to forecast
performances and offers you clear
choices to optimise your farm.

Sven Klingemann (37) runs a dairy
farm together with his family in
Neustadt, Lower Saxony, close
to Hanover. They milk 240 cows
with four Lely Astronaut milking
robots. There is also a Lely Vector
feeding system installed.

‘The more animals you have, the more
effective a mobile management system is.
We save quite a lot of time each day.’
‘In Horizon all functions are integrated, for
instance the Lely Vector settings. I now have all
functions and programmes in one single app.’

‘The app gives various suggestions, like which
cows should be dried off next or which cows
need special attention.’

‘This takes away quite a lot
of pressure in busy times.’
‘It comes up with very useful suggestions that
I don’t have to figure out for myself.’

More than ever before, digitalisation
will work for you. Daily and scheduled
routines based on cow touches will be
planned as logical and more efficient
workflows. It offers you insights at the
right time and in the right place.
Synchronisation between different
applications from your suppliers
will soon be a thing of the past.
Horizon is soon ready to connect with
software from your feed supplier, your
veterinarian, genetic companies and
others. Combining individual cow
data from separate sources makes
information more valuable.

Besides all this, Horizon sets the new
standard in user-friendliness. All
information is directly available on
all your devices in the same familiar
flow, whether using a computer mouse
or your finger.
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Lely Horizon
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Future farming
at your
fingertips
Our new farm management application
sets new standards. Lely Horizon is the
next step towards a bright future in
dairy automation.

The highlights explained.

Decision support

Optimized farm flow

Connecting and Combining
Easy to use

Optimised farm flow

Connecting and combining

Easy to use

Makes your day more efficient by
unburdening you from routine decision
making. Optimises your workflow by
offering you insights at the right time and
in the right place.

Combines and analyses individual cow data
from your Lely equipment, as well as thirdparty information, to present this to you as
useful information.

Lely Horizon sets the future standard in userfriendliness. An intuitive user interface gives
you fast access to all the information you
need. Easy to learn, great to use.

Top features
• One central point for farm management
information
No need to switch between screens and
applications from different suppliers.
• Combined data offers high-level insights
Gives insights by analysing combined
individual cow data from various internal
and external sources.

Top features
• One user interface for office and mobile
Similar customised dashboards and advice
available when and where you want it.
• Step-by-step tutorial and support
An embedded tutorial and online training.
Support from local specialists.

Top features
• Cow touches support
Integrated routines based on easily
scheduled cow touches create logical and
more efficient workflows.
• Task-based working (customised)
Direct access to daily routines and
necessary actions to customise your
preferred way (or ways) of working.

Connecting and Combining

Optimized farm flow

Connecting and Combining

Easy to use
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Lely Horizon
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Farmers
on Lely
Horizon

Horizon gives me a list of what we
should do, by when and what is most
urgent. It saves time and is efficient.

During the test period,
we collected quotes from
our test farmers. The quotes
clearly show what Horizon
means to them in their
daily work.

‘This morning I had
planned to do a couple
of inseminations.
When checking
Horizon, I noticed the
job had already been
done by my colleague,
Mary. The dashboard
suggested what to do
next.’

‘Learning Horizon was not difficult
at all. I had a question about the
fetch cow report, which was easily
answered by the built-in help function.
Besides that, it all looks and feels
the same: on my PC, tablet and
smartphone!’

Lely Horizon

Development
that never
stops
A dairy farmer should be able
to trust his equipment.
That goes for his farm
management system
perhaps even more. These
figures give you a glimpse
of the effort and care
that Lely has put into the
development and testing of
Lely Horizon. A development
that never stops.

100

test
farmers
for two years

7 countries

on 3 continents

75
Engineers
Designers

Using the knowledge of

18,000

Farm Management

over

worldwide

25

120 L ely
Working with a team of

employees

AI specialists

farmers

 ears of
y
robot
learning

Studying

300,000

inseminations per month

Breeding

2 million
calves per year

‘After we changed their ration,
our cows look healthier and their
production has increased. With
Horizon we can now monitor the
financial effect of our ration changes
in real time.’

in

‘Last week, I went out for a day with my husband
and kids. I left the farm to my intern Ben for the
day, knowing that I could always help him out via
Horizon in case he needed assistance. I have all
the information to hand.’

Measuring

5.5 million

Lely Astronaut milkings every day

and this

is not

the end

2,007,500,000

Lely Astronaut milkings every year

it is an ongoing

development
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247 Bella

HORIZON

In control
with Lely
Horizon
Lely Horizon offers you
the following features
Lely Horizon Control
Save time, be more mobile in and
around the farm and enjoy the full
benefits of data automation. Let
Lely Horizon think for you and translate
work into logical tasks, while still being
able to use basic functionalities for indepth analysis when it suits you.

1:52 PM

247 Bella
67%

Management

Feeding

Personalised KPI dashboard
Customisable reports
Cow card
Margin per cow
Milk yield prediction

Eating monitoring
Feed tables
Vector mixed ration

Health
Health report
Milk temperature
Udder cell count (MQCC2)
Weight
Rumination monitoring

Milking

Silo alerts

Reproduction

Connected

Automatic heat registration

Automatic updates

Reproduction analysis
Automatic pregnancy confirmation

Chat function
Third-party advice
PC
Smartphone and tablet (Wifi/4G)
Connected devices overview
Local and cloud data exchange
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Take your farm management to the next level with Lely Horizon and make maximum use of
data. Elevate your data with smart algorithms to forecast performances that offer you clear
choices for farming optimisation. Horizon will go one step beyond regular dashboards and
reporting tools. Easy to learn, great to use.
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The
next step into your farm’s future is prediction
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People workflow
Batch entries
User management
Task-based routines
Reproduction check
Routing overview
Treatment plans
Shift management
Cow locator
Notifications and alerts

56kg
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61%

Milk solids
Custom take-off

*Please contact your local Lely Center about
availability in your area.
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Lely Horizon
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33kg

Lely Horizon. Future farming at your fingertips

64%

64%

How to get your
Lely Horizon

www.lely.com

Get your own demo of Horizon.
Visit lely.com/horizon to get more information
or contact your local Lely Center.
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